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Road to Texas

Dwight stood by the truck. 

He looked at his watch and tapped his foot.

“The hot air balloon is packed. 

It is time to leave. 

Why is my crew so late?” 

Just then a car zoomed up. 

It was Dwight’s crew, Al and Brook.  

“Sorry to be late, boss,” said Brook.

“We had to stop to buy some good snacks.”

Dwight could not be mad. 

It was a long trip from Ohio to Texas. 

Brook was right to buy good snacks. 

They got in the truck. 

Dwight turned up the music.

“Look out, Texas. Here we come!” Al yelled. 

Ohio is here.

Texas is here.
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It is over 1,000 miles from Ohio 

to Texas. 

Dwight, Brook, and Al took turns 

driving the truck.

They drove all day and all night.

At last they reached Longview, Texas.

The sky was getting light.

Al woke up. “Are we there yet?” he asked.

“Yes,” said Dwight. “This is the place for 

the race.” 

road at night

Al looked out the window.

“What is that?!” he shouted.

“That is a strange animal!”

Brook smiled. “You are right,” she said. 

“That animal has armor. 

It can curl into a ball. 

There are a lot of them in Texas.” 
armadillo
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Dwight drove to the check-in 

spot for the race. 

Other balloon crews were 

checking in. 

Each crew that checked in got 

a large black ring.

Al talked to a guy from Kansas.

The guy said that 60 balloon crews would try to win the cash prize. 

“This will be a hard race to win,” said Al. 

“But Dwight is a good balloon pilot.”

check-in
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Day 1 Classwork

Word List 1

Green Words

stood why

my buy

good right

sky light

Red Words

balloon

music

Review  _________  __________ _________  _________

Word Work
He told us to take a _____________ turn after the light.

Team Talk Questions
1. Why are Al and Brook late?

________________________________________________________________________

2. How long did the drive from Ohio to Texas take?

Dictation

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

i_e y uy igh

hikes

kite

by

sky

buy

guy

thigh

might



Day 1 Homework

1
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Day 1 Homework

Practice reading “Road to Texas.” Have someone initial in a box 
each time you read the passage correctly and smoothly. 

Practice reading the words in Word List 1. 
Have someone initial in a circle each time you 
read all the words on the list correctly. 

Write four words that have the long /i/ sound. Spell each word correctly.

___________  __________  __________ __________
3

2

Word List 1

Green Words

stood why

my buy

good right

sky light

Red Words

balloon

music
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Big Sky Café

Dwight and his crew drove into town. 

They wanted a real meal. 

“There is a nice place right there on 

the left,” said Brook, “Big Sky Café.”

“OK, let’s try it,” said Dwight.   

The crew went into the café. 

It smelled like coffee and 

fresh baked rolls.

“Mmm,” said Al. “It smells 

good in here.” 
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Texas long horn cows

They sat down and looked at the 

menu. Al said, “I might try beef. 

Beef is good in Texas. 

They have lots of cows here.”

Just then, the cook came out of the kitchen. 

He shook hands with the balloon crew.

“We want to try a good Texas dish,” 

said Dwight. “What should we try?” 

“I will make you my best Texas dish,” 

the cook said. 

“First I take some beef. 

I pound it to make it tender. 

Then I deep fry it so it comes out

crisp on the outside. 

I serve it with cream gravy and beans.”

“Sounds good!” said Al.

big Texas meal
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After a big Texas meal, the crew 

talked about the race. 

Dwight told them what they must do 

to win $30,000. 

He told them that to win the cash 

prize, their balloon must lift off and 

reach a target three miles away. 

The target was a tall pole.
tall pole

“I will try to get the balloon right 

next to the pole,” said Dwight. 

“Then I get one try to drop the black 

ring over the top of the pole.”

The balloon had to be in the right spot. 

A slight shift, and it might miss 

the pole.

It would be a hard fl ight. 
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Word Work Dwight will try to hit the _____________.

Team Talk Questions
1. What was in the big Texas meal at the Big Sky Café?

________________________________________________________________________

2. What did Dwight tell the team about the black ring?

Dictation

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Day 2 Classwork

Word List 2

Green Words

try cook

shook fry

crisp target

fl ight might

Red Words

gravy

menu
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Practice reading the words in Word List 2. 
Have someone initial in a circle each time you 
read all the words on lists 1 and 2 correctly. 

Day 2 Homework

Practice reading “Big Sky Café.” Have someone initial in a box 
each time you read the passage correctly and smoothly. 

Play Quick Erase. Make a new word by changing one letter at a time. 

book ______________ ______________ ______________

3

2

1
Word List 1 Word List 2

Green Words Green Words

stood why try cook

my buy shook fry

good right crisp target

sky light fl ight might

Red Words Red Words

balloon gravy

music menu
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The night before the race was 

the balloon glow. 

It was a chance for balloon 

crews to show off their balloons.

Before it got dark, Dwight 

and the crew got ready for the balloon glow.

They took the parts of their balloon from the truck.

the bag

= 3 =

Balloon Glow

First they took out the bag part 

of the balloon. 

This was a nylon bag that 

they would fi ll with air. 

They stretched it out on 

the ground.
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Then they took out the basket. 

The basket is the place for 

the pilot.

They hooked the basket to 

the bag. 

Next Dwight got a big fan. 

He put it at the throat 

of the bag. 

It blew air into the bag. 

basket close up

fan blows air in

the basket
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Brook and Al held the bag as it 

blew up bigger and bigger.

Now it was time to turn off the 

fan and put on the burners.  

the burners

Dwight hooked the burners 

to the basket.

The burners were under the 

throat of the bag.

Dwight lit the burners. 

The fl ames turned blue. 

The fl ames began to heat the air 

inside the bag.

As the air got hot, the balloon 

stood up.

Al and Brook held on to the basket.

They tied the basket down 

with ropes.
throat
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The other balloon crews got their 

balloons ready too.

As it got dark, they lit the burners 

on their balloons.

balloon glow

The huge balloons glowed bright 

in the dark. 

Crowds of people came to see 

the sight.  

The people looked at the balloons 

and talked to the crews.

“Will you fl y now?” asked a kid.

“No,” said Dwight. “We do not go up 

at night. 

We set up the balloons just for show. 

In the morning we will go up. We will 

race for the big prize.” 



 

Review  _________  __________ _________  _________

Word Work
Hal sails his _____________.

Team Talk Questions
1. Who is on the bus?

2. Where do Len and Ted go on the bus?

Dictation

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Word List 1

Green words

maps full

fun glad

back fi ns

packs kids

Red words

Mexico beach

books their

plane with

They them
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Review 

Word Work

Choose a picture from the reading. Write a sentence about the picture using one 
or more words from the word list.

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Team Talk Questions

1. How does Dwight get air into the balloon?

________________________________________________________________________

2. What is a balloon glow?

Dictation

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Day 3 Classwork

Word List 3

Green Words

stretched took

hooked bright

sight fl y

night basket

Red Words

ready before

funny

ild ind

mild

child

wind

grind

mind

blind



3

2

1
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Day 3 Homework

Word List 1 Word List 2 Word List 3

Green Words Green Words Green Words

stood why try cook stretched took

my buy shook fry hooked bright

good right crisp target sight fl y

sky light fl ight might night basket

Red Words Red Words Red Words

balloon gravy ready before

music menu funny

Practice reading “Balloon Glow.” Have someone initial in a box 
each time you read the passage correctly and smoothly. 

Practice reading the words in Word List 3. 
Have someone initial in a circle each time you 
read all the words on lists 1, 2, and 3 correctly. 

Fill in the blank. Choose the word from Word List 3 that makes the most sense 
in the sentence. Write it in the blank.

1. The dog ______________ out on the grass.

2. We saw the stars at ______________.

3. We will get on a plane and ______________ to Texas.
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The Race Begins

“Right here is a good spot,” said Dwight. 

They began to unpack the balloon. 

As the sky got light, a few other balloon 

crews showed up.

“Hmm,” said Al. “They must all think this 

is the right spot.”

“We will have to be fast,” said Brook. 

“Let’s get the air in this thing!”

The balloon crew was up before dawn.

They had to fi nd the right place 

to launch the balloon.

There was a light breeze blowing north.

“Let’s drive a few miles south,” said Dwight. 

“This breeze will push us north to the target.”

The crew got in the truck and drove south. 
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The other balloons were getting bigger.

Some had funny shapes.

One looked like an eagle.

Dwight’s crew was the fi rst to light burners. 

Maybe they would be the lead balloon in 

the race.

To win they would have to stay in the lead 

and reach the target fi rst.

eagle balloon

Dwight checked the breeze. 

It was still blowing north.

“Time for lift off,” yelled Dwight.

Brook and Al got out of the basket. 

They untied the ropes that held the balloon.

The balloon rose high into the air.

fi rst to lift off
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Other balloons were getting ready for 

lift off. 

Their pilots lit their burners. 

With hot air in them, the balloons 

stood up ready for fl ight.  

Al and Brook had a job to do. 

They were now the chase team. 

Their job was to drive the truck 

and keep their balloon in sight.

If there were problems, Dwight 

would have to come down.

He would need them right there 

on the ground to help.
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 Day 4 Classwork

Word Work 

foot  ____________________  _____________________  __________________

Team Talk Questions

1. Why did Dwight drive south with his crew?

2. Was the eagle balloon the fi rst to lift off?

________________________________________________________________________

Dictation

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Word List 1 Word List 2 Word List 3

Green Words Green Words Green Words

stood why try cook stretched took

my buy shook fry hooked bright

good right crisp target sight fl y

sky light fl ight might night basket

Red Words Red Words Red Words

balloon gravy ready before

music menu funny
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Day 4 Homework

Practice reading “The Race Begins.” Have someone initial in a 
box each time you read the passage correctly and smoothly. 

Practice reading the words in Word Lists 1, 2, and 3. 
Have someone initial in a circle each time you 
read all the words on lists 1, 2, and 3 correctly. 

Choose a picture from the reading. Write a sentence about the picture using one 
or more of the words from your word lists.

________________________________________________________________________

2

3

Word List 1 Word List 2 Word List 3

Green Words Green Words Green Words

stood why try cook stretched took

my buy shook fry hooked bright

good right crisp target sight fl y

sky light fl ight might night basket

Red Words Red Words Red Words

balloon gravy ready before

music menu funny

1
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One by one, the balloons 

rose into the air.

The sky was full of balloons 

in all shapes and sizes.

= 5 =

The Black Ring
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Many people stopped by the road 

to watch the balloons lift off.

They pointed at the balloons with 

funny shapes. 

One balloon looked like an owl.

Another balloon looked 

like a light house. 

“Look at that one!” yelled a kid. 

“It is an eagle!”

Al and Brook had to look hard to see 

their balloon in the sky. 

“I see it!” said Brook. “It is going 

the right way. 

It is going north to the target.”

“We are lucky that breeze has not changed,” said Al. 

owl

funny balloons

eaglelight house
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High in the sky, Dwight stood in the basket of the balloon. 

He looked down at the land. 

He could see people below. 

They looked small like ants. 

Soon Dwight saw the target. 

The pole was painted bright yellow.

Dwight had to time it right.

He waited…waited…and then pulled the cord to open the vent.

In a few seconds, the balloon began to go down.

Down, down, the balloon drifted.

The pole was closer and closer.

Dwight was ready with the black ring 

in his hand.

Would they win the $30,000?  

vent
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Day 5 Classwork

Word Work
Dwight got _______________________ to put the black ring on the pole.

Team Talk Questions
1. Why did Dwight wait to pull the vent cord?

2. Look at the photos of the balloons in the race. Which balloon do you like best?

________________________________________________________________________

Dictation

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Word List 1 Word List 2 Word List 3

Green Words Green Words Green Words

stood why try cook stretched took

my buy shook fry hooked bright

good right crisp target sight fl y

sky light fl ight might night basket

Red Words Red Words Red Words

balloon gravy ready before

music menu funny
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Day 5 Homework

Practice reading “The Black Ring.” Have someone initial in a 
box each time you read the passage correctly and smoothly. 

Choose a picture from the reading. Write a sentence about the picture using 
at least two words from your word lists.

________________________________________________________________________

3

2

Practice spelling the words in Word Lists 1, 2, and 3. 
Have someone initial in a circle each time you 
spell all the words on lists 1, 2, and 3 correctly. 1

Word List 1 Word List 2 Word List 3

Green Words Green Words Green Words

stood why try cook stretched took

my buy shook fry hooked bright

good right crisp target sight fl y

sky light fl ight might night basket

Red Words Red Words Red Words

balloon gravy ready before

music menu funny



Key Cards

y uy igh

oo
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This teacher edition is part of the Reading Edge, 

a comprehensive literacy program that arms 

students with the skills and strategies they need to 

read, understand, and learn from a wide variety of 

content-area texts.
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develop and disseminate research-proven educational 

programs to ensure that all students, from all 
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